Computational predictions of the embolus-trapping performance of an IVC filter in patient-specific and idealized IVC geometries.
Embolus transport simulations are performed to investigate the dependence of inferior vena cava (IVC) filter embolus-trapping performance on IVC anatomy. Simulations are performed using a resolved two-way coupled computational fluid dynamics/six-degree-of-freedom approach. Three IVC geometries are studied: a straight-tube IVC, a patient-averaged IVC, and a patient-specific IVC reconstructed from medical imaging data. Additionally, two sizes of spherical emboli (3 and 5 mm in diameter) and two IVC orientations (supine and upright) are considered. The embolus-trapping efficiency of the IVC filter is quantified for each combination of IVC geometry, embolus size, and IVC orientation by performing 2560 individual simulations. The predicted embolus-trapping efficiencies of the IVC filter range from 10 to 100%, and IVC anatomy is found to have a significant influence on the efficiency results ([Formula: see text]). In the upright IVC orientation, greater secondary flow in the patient-specific IVC geometry decreases the filter embolus-trapping efficiency by 22-30 percentage points compared with the efficiencies predicted in the idealized straight-tube or patient-averaged IVCs. In a supine orientation, the embolus-trapping efficiency of the filter in the idealized IVCs decreases by 21-90 percentage points compared with the upright orientation. In contrast, the embolus-trapping efficiency is insensitive to IVC orientation in the patient-specific IVC. In summary, simulations predict that anatomical features of the IVC that are often neglected in the idealized models used for benchtop testing, such as iliac vein compression and anteroposterior curvature, generate secondary flow and mixing in the IVC and influence the embolus-trapping efficiency of IVC filters. Accordingly, inter-subject variability studies and additional embolus transport investigations that consider patient-specific IVC anatomy are recommended for future work.